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Abstract. Not only the world is distributed, but more and more applications are
distributed. Hence, a fundamental question is the following one: What can be
computed in a distributed system? The answer to this question depends on the
environment in which evolves the considered distributed system, i.e., on the as-
sumptions the system relies on. This environment is very often left implicit and
nearly always not formulated in terms of precise underlying requirements. In the
extreme case where the environment is such that there is no synchrony assump-
tion and the computing entities may commit failures, many problems become
impossible to solve (in these cases, a network of Turing machines where some
machines may crash, is less powerful than a single reliable Turing machine).
Given a distributed computing problem, it is consequently important to know
the weakest assumptions (lower bounds) that give the limits beyond which the
considered distributed problem cannot be solved. This paper is a short introduc-
tion to this kind of issues. It first presents a few of elements related to distributed
computability, and then briefly addresses distributed complexity issues. The style
of the paper is voluntarily informal.
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1 Definitions

Distributed Computing. Distributed computing was born in the late seventies when re-
searchers and engineers started to take into account the intrinsic characteristic of phys-
ically distributed systems [39]. Distributed computing arises when one has to solve a
problem involving physically distributed entities (called processes, processors, agents,
actors, sensors, peers, etc.), such that each entity (a) has only a partial knowledge of the
many input parameters of the problem to be solved, and (b) has to compute local outputs
which may depend on some non-local input parameters. It follows that the computing
entities have necessarily to exchange information and cooperate [52].

Distributed System. A (static) distributed system is made up of n sequential deter-
ministic processes, denoted p1, . . . , pn. These processes communicate and synchronize
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through a communication medium, which is either a network that allows the processes
to send and receive messages, or a set of atomic read/write registers (atomic registers
could be replaced by “weaker” safe or regular registers, but as shown in [40] –where
these registers are defined– safe, regular and atomic registers have the same computa-
tional power).

Deterministic means here that the behavior of a process is entirely determined from
its initial state, the algorithm it executes, and –according to the communication medium–
the sequence of values read from atomic registers or the sequence of received messages
(hence, obtaining different sequences of values or receiving messages in a different or-
der can produce different behaviors).

Asynchronous Read/Write or Message-Passing System. In an asynchronous (also
called time-free) read/write system, the processes are asynchronous in the sense that,
for each of them, there is no assumption on its speed (except that it is positive).

If the communication is by message-passing, the network also is asynchronous,
namely, the transfer duration of any message is finite but arbitrary.

Synchronous Message-Passing System. Differently, the main feature of a synchronous
system lies in the existence of an upper bound on message transfer delays. Moreover,
(a) this bound is known by the processes, and (b) it is assumed that processing dura-
tions are negligible with respect to message transfer delays; consequently processing
are assumed to have zero duration.

This type of synchrony is abstracted by the notion of round-based computation. The
processes proceed in rounds during which each process first sends messages, then, re-
ceive messages, and executes local computation. The fundamental assumption which
characterizes a synchronous message-passing system is that a message sent during a
round is received by its destination process during the very same round.

Process Crash Failure. The most common failure studied in distributed computing
is the process crash failure. Such a failure occurs when a process halts unexpectedly.
Before crashing it executes correctly its algorithm, and after having crashed, it never
recovers.

Let t be the maximal number of processes that may crash; t is a model parame-
ter and the model is called t-resilient model. The asynchronous distributed computing
(read/write or message-passing) model in which all processes, except one, may crash is
called wait-free model. Hence, wait-free model is synonym of (n− 1)-resilient model.

The Notion of Environment and Non-determinism. The environment of a distributed
system is the set of failures and (a)synchrony patterns in which the system may evolve.
Hence, a system does not master its environment but suffers it.

As processes are deterministic, the only non-determinism a distributed system has to
cope with is the non-determinism created by its environment.

Complexity vs. Computability Issues. Computability and complexity are the two
lenses that allows us to understand and master computing. The following table presents
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the main issues encountered in distributed computing, when considering these two
lenses.

Synchronous Asynchronous
Failure-free complexity complexity
Failure-prone complexity computability

The rest of this paper illustrates and develops this table. It first addresses computabil-
ity issues in asynchronous crash-prone distributed systems and presents several ways
that have been proposed to circumvent these impossibilities. It then addresses the case
of crash-prone synchronous systems, and finally the case of crash-free systems.

2 Are Asynchronous Crash-Prone Distributed Systems Universal?

On the Notion of a Universal Construction. In sequential computing, computability is
understood through the Church-Turing’s thesis (namely, anything that can be computed,
can be computed by a Turing machine). Moreover, when considering the notion of a
universal algorithm encountered in sequential computing, such an algorithm “has the
ability to act like any algorithm whatsoever. It accepts as inputs the description of any
algorithm A and any legal input X, and simply runs, or simulates, A on X. [...] In a
sense, a computer [...] is very much like a universal algorithm.” [25].

Hence, the question: Is it possible to design a universal algorithm/machine on top
of an asynchronous crash-prone distributed system? As we are about to see, it happens
that, due the environment (asynchrony and process failures) of a distributed system,
and the fact that it cannot control it, distributed computability has a different flavor than
computability in sequential computing. Moreover, this is independent of the fact that
the communication is by read/write registers or message-passing.

Due to its very nature, distributed computing requires cooperation among the pro-
cesses. Intuitively, the computability issues come from the fact that, due to the net ef-
fect of asynchrony and failures, a process can be unable to know if another process
has crashed or is only slow (or equivalently if the channel connecting these processes is
slow). Moreover, this is true whatever the individual power of each process. To cite [30],
“It follows that the limits of computability reflect the difficulty of making decisions in
the face of ambiguity, and have little to do with the inherent computational power of
individual participants”.

A Universality Notion for Distributed Computing. A concurrent object is an object
that can be accessed by several processes. Let us consider a concurrent object Z defined
by a sequential specification on a set of total operations. An operation is total is, when
executed alone, it always returns a result. A specification is sequential, if all the correct
behaviors of the object can be described by sequences of operations.

The notion of universality we are interested in concerns the possibility to implement
any concurrent object such as Z , despite asynchrony and crashes. If it exists, such an
implementation, which takes the sequential specification of Z as input and builds a
corresponding concurrent object, is called a universal construction. This is depicted in
Fig. 1.
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Sequential specification

of an object Z of object Z

Wait-free implementation
Universal construction

Fig. 1. From a sequential specification to a wait-free implementation

In some cases the object Z encapsulates a service which can be abstracted as a
state machine. A replication-based universal construction of such an object Z is usually
called a state machine replication algorithm [39]. Let us remark that the object Z could
also be a Turing machine.

On the Liveness Property Associated with the Constructed Object. Several liveness
properties can be associated with the constructed object Z . We consider here wait-
freedom [27]. The term “wait-freedom” has here a meaning different from the one used
in “wait-free model”. More precisely, it is here a progress condition for the operations
of the constructed objects Z , namely, it states that a universal construction satisfies the
“wait-freedom progress condition” if the invocation of an operation on Z by a process
can fail to terminate only if the invoking process crashes while executing the operation.
We say then (by a slight abuse of language) that the implementation is wait-free. This
means that the operation has to terminate even if all the processes, except the invok-
ing process, crash. Let us observe that a wait-free implementation prevents the use of
locks (a process that would crash after acquiring a lock could block the system, thereby
preventing wait-freedom).

Wait-freedom is the strongest possible progress condition that can be associated
with a universal construction (object implementation) in the wait-free model. Other
progress conditions suited to the wait-free model are obstruction-freedom [29] and non-
blocking [33]. (See chapter 5 of [51] for a guided tour on progress conditions.)

The Consensus Object. A consensus object is a one-shot concurrent object defined by
a sequential specification, that provides the processes with a single operation denoted
propose(v) where v is an input parameter (called “proposed value”). “One-shot” means
that, given a consensus object, a process invokes at most once the operation propose().
If it terminates, the operation returns a result (called “decided” value). This object can
be defined by the three following properties.

– Validity. If a process decides a value, this value has been proposed by a process.
– Agreement. No two processes decide different values.
– Termination. An invocation of propose() by a process that does not crash terminates.

Consensus-Based Universal Construction Several universal constructions based on
atomic registers and consensus objects have been proposed, e.g., [27] (see also chap-
ter 14 of [51]). In that sense, and as depicted in Figure 2, consensus is a universal object
to design wait-free universal constructions, i.e., wait-free implementations of any con-
current object defined by a sequential specification. This is depicted in Fig. 2, which
completes Fig. 1.
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Wait-free implementation

Universal construction

Sequential specification

of an object Z

Atomic read/write registers

Consensus objects of object Z

Fig. 2. Universal construction from atomic registers and consensus objects

In a universal construction, consensus objects are used by the processes to build
a single total order on the operation invocations applied to the constructed object Z .
This is the method used to ensure that the internal representation of Z remains always
consistent, and is consequently seen the same way by all processes.

A Fundamental Result. One of the most important of the theoretical results of dis-
tributed computing is the celebrated FLP result (named after its authors Fischer, Lynch,
and Paterson) [17]), which states that no binary consensus object (a process can only
propose v ∈ {0, 1}) can be built in an asynchronous message-passing system whose
environment states that (even only) one process may crash.

To prove this impossibility result, the authors have introduced the notion of valence
associated with a global state (also called configuration). Considering binary consensus,
a global state is 0-valent (1-valent) if only 0 (1) can be decided from this global state;
0-valent and 1-valent states are univalent states. Otherwise, “the dice are not yet cast”,
and any of 0 or 1 can be still decided. This is due to the uncontrolled and unpredictable
behavior of the environment (i.e., asynchrony and failure pattern of the considered ex-
ecution). A decision step of a construction is one that carries the construction from
a bivalent state to a univalent state. The impossibility proof shows that (a) among all
possible initial states, there is a bivalent state, and (2) among all possible executions
in all possible environments, there is at least one execution that makes the construc-
tion always progress from a bivalent state to another bivalent state. It is easy to see
that, the impossibility to implement a consensus object is related to the impossibility to
break non-determinism (i.e., the impossibility to ensure that, in any execution, there is
eventually a transition from a bivalent state to a univalent state).

This message-passing result has then been extended to asynchronous systems in
which processes communicate only by reading and writing atomic registers instead of
sending and receiving messages [27,42].

Sequential vs Distributed Computing: A Computability Point of View. It follows
from the previous impossibility results that a network of Turing machines, that progress
asynchronously and where at most one may crash (which are two reasonable assump-
tions) connected by a message-passing facility, or a read/write shared memory, is com-
putationally less powerful than a single reliable Turing machine. As announced in the
first section, this shows that the nature of distributed computability issues is different
from the nature of Turing’s computability issues, namely, it is not related to the compu-
tational power of the individual participants.

The Notion of a Consensus Number of an Object. The notion of consensus number
of a concurrent object has been introduced by M. Herlihy [27]. The consensus number
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of an object X is the largest integer n for which consensus can be be wait-free imple-
mented in a read/write system of n processes enriched with any number of objects X .
If there is no largest n, the consensus number is said to be infinite.

It is shown in [27] that the consensus numbers define an infinite hierarchy (hence
the name Herlihy’s hierarchy, or consensus hierarchy) where we have at levels 1, 2 and
+∞:

– Consensus number 1: read/write atomic registers, ...
– Consensus number 2: test&set, swap, fetch&add, stack, queue, ...
– Consensus number +∞: compare&swap, LL/SC, mem-to-mem swap, ...

Universal Objects in the Read/Write Wait-Free System Model. An object is univer-
sal in the asynchronous read/write wait-free n-process system model, if it allows for
the design of a wait-free universal construction in this system model (i.e., an algorithm
implementing any concurrent object defined by a sequential specification). It is shown
in [27] that any object with consensus number n is universal in a system of n (or less)
processes.

From Asynchronous Read/Write Systems to Asynchronous Message-Passing
Systems. The previous presentation was focused on asynchronous crash-prone systems
in which the processes communicate by reading and writing a shared memory. Hence,
the following question: are the impossibility results the same when the processes com-
municate by sending and receiving messages through a fully connected communication
network? This question translates immediately into the following one: While it is easy
to simulate the asynchronous wait-free message-passing system model on top of the
asynchronous wait-free read/write system model, is the simulation in the other direc-
tion possible?

Let us remind that t is a model parameter denoting the maximal number of processes
that may crash in an execution. It is shown in [3] that it is not possible to simulate
the asynchronous wait-free read/write model on top of the wait-free message-passing
model when t ≥ n/2. This is called the ABD impossibility (named after its authors
Attiya, Bar-Noy, Dolev).

The intuition that explains the ABD impossibility can be captured by what is called
an indistinguishability argument, which relies on the fact that, when t ≥ n/2, half
or more processes may crash in a run. More precisely, as any number of processes
may crash, it is possible to construct an execution in which the system “partitions” in
two set of processes such that, while there is no crash, the messages between the two
partitions take – in both directions– an arbitrarily long time, making the processes in
each partition believe that the processes in the other partition have crashed. The system
can then progress as two disconnected subsystems.

What is called in some papers [9,20] the “CAP theorem” (where CAP is a shortcut for
“Consistency, Availability, Partition-tolerance”) can be seen as an impossibility variant
combining the ABD and the FLP impossibilities. This theorem, proved in [20], states
that, when designing distributed services, it is impossible to design an algorithm that
simultaneously ensures the three previous properties.

Playing with Progress Conditions and Consensus Objects. The progress condition
called obstruction-freedom [29] is weaker than wait-freedom. It states that a process
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that invokes an operation on an object is guaranteed to terminate its invocation only
when it executes alone for a “long enough period”.

The following asymmetric progress condition has been introduced in [35]. An object
satisfies (y, x)-liveness if it can be accessed by a subset of y ≤ n processes only, and
wait-freedom is guaranteed for x ≤ y processes while obstruction-freedom is guaran-
teed for the remaining y − x processes. Notice that, (n, n)-liveness is wait-freedom
while (n, 0)-liveness is obstruction-freedom. Among other results, it is shown in [35]
that it is impossible to build a (n, 1)-live consensus object from read/write atomic reg-
isters and (n− 1, n− 1)-live consensus objects. Formulated differently, this states that
wait-free consensus objects for (n−1) processes are not computationally strong enough
to implement a consensus object for n processes that ensures wait-freedom for only one
process (be this process statically or dynamically defined) and the very weak obstruc-
tion freedom progress condition for the other processes. Moreover, the paper also shows
that (n, x)-live consensus object with x < n has consensus number x+1, which thereby
establishes a hierarchy for (n, x)-liveness.

3 How to Circumvent Consensus Impossibility

As seen previously, one way to overcome consensus impossibility in a “pure” read/write
asynchronous system composed of n processes consists in enriching the system with an
object whose consensus number is equal to, or greater than, n. As simulating read/write
registers on top of an asynchronous system requires t < n/2, this approach does not
work for message-passing systems where t ≥ n/2. Let us also notice that there is no
notion of objects with a consensus number in message-passing.

As we are about to see, another approach (which works for both asynchronous
read/write systems and asynchronous message-passing systems) consists in enriching
the system with an oracle that provides processes with –possibly unreliable– informa-
tion on failures. This is the failure detector approach.

A third approach consists in restricting the set of possible input vectors (an input
vector is a vector –unknown to the processes– whose i-th entry contains the value pro-
posed by process pi). Hence, instead of enriching the system, this approach considers
only a predefined subset of input vectors.

Another type of oracle that can be added to asynchronous systems to circumvent
impossibility results, consists in allowing processes to use random numbers.

The Notion of an Unreliable Failure Detector. Failures detectors have been intro-
duced in [12]. From an operational point of view, a failure detector can be seen as a
set of n modules, each attached to a process. Failure detectors are divided into classes,
according to the particular type of information they give on failures. Different prob-
lems (impossible to solve in asynchronous crash-prone systems) may require different
classes of failure detectors. Two dimensions can be associated with failure detectors.

– The software engineering dimension of failure detectors. As any type of computer
science object (e.g., stack or lock), a failure detector class is defined by a set of
abstract properties, i.e., independently of the way these properties are implemented.
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Hence, the design and the proof of an algorithm that uses a failure detector are based
only on its properties. The implementation of a failure detector is an independent
activity. The fact a failure detector can be implemented depends on additional be-
havioral properties that th environment has to satisfy.

– The ranking dimension of failure detectors. The failure detector approach makes
possible the investigation and the statement of the weakest information on failures
that allows a given problem to be solved [36]. This permits to rank the difficulty
of distributed computing problems, according to the weakest failure detector they
need to be solved. If C1 and C2 are the weakest failure detector classes to solve
the problems Pb1 and Pb2, respectively, and if C1 is “strictly stronger” than C2
(i.e., gives more information on failures than C2), then we say that Pb1 is “strictly
stronger” than Pb2. (The “strictly stronger” notion on failure detectors is a partial
order, and consequently some problems cannot be compared with the help of the
weakest failure detectors that allow them to be solved).

The Weakest Failure Detector to Solve Consensus in the Wait-Free Read/Write
Model. The weakest failure detector class to solve consensus in the wait-free read/write
model is denoted Ω. It has been introduced and proved to be minimal in [13]. Ω pro-
vides each process pi with a read-only local variable denoted leaderi that always con-
tains a process identity, and satisfies the following property: there is an unknown but
finite time τ after which the variable leaderi of all the non-faulty processes contain the
same identity, which is the identity of a non-faulty process.

It is important to notice that (a) there is no way for a process to know if time τ has
occurred, and (b) before time τ occurs, there is an anarchy period during which the
leader variables can have arbitrary values (e.g., some processes are their own leaders,
while the leaders of the others are crashed processes).

Several algorithms implementing Ω, each assuming specific behavioral properties
of the underlying system are described in Chapter 6 of [49]. So far, the best algorithm
implementing Ω is the one described in [16]. (“Best” means here “with the weakest
behavioral assumptions known so far”.)

The Notion of an Indulgent Distributed Algorithm. This notion has been introduced
in [21], and then investigated for consensus algorithms in [24], and formally character-
ized in [23]. It is on distributed algorithms that rest on failure detectors.

More precisely, a distributed algorithm is indulgent with respect to the failure de-
tector FD it uses to solve a problem Pb if it always guarantees the safety property
defining Pb (i.e., whatever the correct/incorrect behavior of FD ), and satisfies the live-
ness property associated with Pb at least when FD behaves correctly. Hence, when
the implementation of FD does not satisfies its specification, the algorithm may not
terminate, but if it terminates its results are correct.

It is shown in [21] that all the failure detectors defined by an eventual property (“there
is a finite time after which ...”) are such that the algorithms that use them are indulgent.
Ω is such a failure detector. In addition to its theoretical interest, indulgence is very
important in practice. This follows from the observation that environments are usually
made up of long “stable” periods followed by shorter “unstable” periods. These periods
are such that the implementation of an “eventual” failure detector always satisfies its
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specification during stable periods, while it does not during unstable periods. Hence,
the liveness property of an indulgent algorithm is ensured during the “long enough”
stable periods.

The Weakest Failure Detector to Simulate Read/Write on Top of Message-Passing.
We have seen that it is possible to simulate an asynchronous crash-prone read/write
system on top of an asynchronous crash-prone message-passing system only if t <
n/2 (let us remind that t denotes the maximal number of processes that may crash in
the considered model). As we have seen, intuitively this means that the system cannot
partition.

The weakest failure detector to simulate read/write on top of message-passing what-
ever the value of t, has been introduced in [14]. Denoted Σ, and called quorum failure
detector, it provides each process pi with a read-only local variable quorumi , which
is a set containing process identities, and is such that (a) the values of any two quo-
rums, each taken at any time, always intersect, and (b) the quorum of any non-faulty
process eventually contains only non-faulty processes. The intersection property (a) is
a perpetual property, while property (b) is an eventual property.

A simple proof of the minimality of Σ to implement a register on top of an asyn-
chronous message-passing system prone to any number of process crashes can be found
in [8]. A generalization of Σ to hybrid communication systems can be found in [34].
“Hybrid” means here that (a) all processes can communicate by sending and receiving
messages, and (b) the processes are statically partitioned into clusters and inside each
cluster the processes can communicate through read/write registers.

The Weakest Failure Detector to Solve Consensus in the Crash-Prone Message-
Passing Model. The weakest failure detector class to solve consensus in the wait free
(i.e., when t = n− 1) asynchronous message-passing model is the pair (Σ,Ω) [14].

If the system model is such that t < n/2, the weakest failure detector class to solve
consensus in a message-passing model is Ω [13]. As an exercise, the reader can design
a distributed algorithm that builds an atomic register in an asynchronous crash-prone
message-passing system model where t < n/2 (solutions in [8,14,49]).

Other Weakest Failure Detectors. It is shown in [36] that every distributed computing
problem, which can be solved with a failure detector, has a weakest failure detector.

As a simple example, it shown in [26] that the weakest failure detector to solve
the interactive consistency problem [47] is the perfect failure detector defined in [12].
As another example, [15] exhibits the minimum information about failures for solving
non-local tasks. (Roughly speaking, “tasks” in distributed computing corresponds to
“functions” in sequential computing. “Local” means here that each process can compute
its output from its input only.) The weakest failure detector to boost the obstruction-
freedom progress condition to wait-freedom is described in [22].

Restricting the Set of Input Vectors for the Consensus Problem. A totally different
approach to solve consensus in a read/write system in which up to t < n processes
may commit crashes has been proposed in [44]. This approach, called condition-based
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approach, is related to error-detecting codes [19]. Intuitively an input vector “encodes”
a decided value, and the aim of a distributed condition-based consensus algorithm is to
“decode” it.

From a more operational point of view, it consists in favoring one of proposed values,
while ensuring that this value can be selected by all the processes that decide. To that
end, the “favored” value has to appear enough times in the input vector. As a simple
example, a condition (set of allowed input vectors) can favor the greatest value present
in a vector. To this end, the greatest value in each input vector has to appear at least
t+ 1 times.

Interestingly, the condition-based approach allows to establish a meeting point be-
tween computability in crash-prone asynchronous read/write systems and complexity
in crash-prone synchronous message-passing systems [45]. Namely, considering sys-
tems in which up to t processes may crash, the weakest condition that allows consensus
to be solved in an asynchronous read/write system is also the weakest condition that
allows consensus to be solved optimally (with respect to the number of rounds) in a
synchronous message-passing system.

Breaking Non-determinism with Random Numbers. Let us finally notice that ran-
dom numbers have been used to solve binary consensus [7]. (There are then algorithms
to go from binary consensus to multivalued consensus, both in asynchronous read/write
systems [51] and asynchronous message-passing systems [49].) Randomization is used
to break the non-determinism which makes the problem impossible to solve without
additional computational power.

The termination property of consensus has to be slightly modified to take into ac-
count randomization. The corresponding algorithms are round-based, and the termina-
tion property becomes: the probability that a non-faulty process has decided by round r
tends to 1 when r tends to +∞.

4 Examples of Objects That Can Be Wait-Free Implemented in
the Read/Write Wait-Free Model

This section presents two non-trivial objects which can be implemented in the asyn-
chronous read/write wait-free system model (i.e., in which any number of processes
may crash). It follows from the previous section that the synchronization and coop-
eration needed to wait-free implement these objects is relatively weak as it does not
require underlying consensus objects. The reader interested in a more global view on
objects which can be implemented in read/write systems prone to process crashes can
consult [32,51,57].

The Snapshot Object. Snapshot objects have been introduced in [1]. A snapshot object
is an array of registers A[1..n], where A[i] can be written only by pi. It provides the
processes with two operations. The first is a write that allows a process pi to write (only)
in A[i]. The second operation, denoted snapshot(), can be invoked by any process. It
returns the value of the whole array. Moreover, both operations are atomic, which means
that they appear as if they were executed instantaneously at some point of the time line,
each between its start event and its end event [33,40].
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A snapshot object can be wait-free implemented in the asynchronous read/write sys-
tem model where any number of processes may crash (see for example [1,6,43,51]).
Hence, it adds no computational power. Its interest lies in the abstraction level (pro-
gramming comfort) it provides to programmers.

From a complexity point of view, the cost of an implementation of a snapshot object
is measured by the number of accesses to basic read/write atomic registers [5]. While
the cost of a write into its entry of the array A by a process is 1, the best algorithm
designed so far to implement the operation snapshot() is O(n log2 n). It is still an open
problem to know which is the lower bound associated with the implementation of such
an object.

The Renaming Object. This object is a one-shot object which has been introduced
in [4], in the context of message-passing systems in which a majority of processes are
assumed not to crash. It has then received a lot of attention in the context of read/write
wait-free systems (i.e., in systems where any number of processes may crash) [6,11,51].

It is assumed that each process pi has a name idi taken from a large name space,
whose size is N ; the subscript i is then called the index of pi. Initially a process knows
only n and its initial identity idi. The aim of a renaming object is to allow the pro-
cesses to obtain new names in a smaller new name space, whose size M is much
smaller than N . More precisely, an M -renaming object has a single operation denoted
new name(id) where the input parameter is the identity of the invoking process. An
invocation of new name() returns a new name to the invoking process. More precisely,
an M -renaming object is defined by the following properties.

– Validity. A new name is an integer in the set [1..M ].
– Agreement. No two processes obtain the same new name.
– Index independence. ∀ i, j, if a process whose index is i obtains the new name v,

that process could have obtained the very same new name v if its index had been j.
– Termination. If a process invokes new name() and does not crash, it eventually

obtains a new name.

The index independence property states that, for any process, the new name obtained
by that process is independent of its index. This means that, from an operational point
of view, the indexes define only an underlying communication infrastructure, i.e., an
addressing mechanism that can be used only to access entries of shared arrays. Indexes
cannot be used to compute new names. This property prevents a process pi from choos-
ing i as its new name without any communication.

If only a (non-predetermined) arbitrary subset of processes invoke new name(), the
renaming object is size-adaptive. In that case, we have M = f(p) where p is the number
of processes which invokes the object operation. On the contrary, if all the processes are
assumed to invoke new name(), the renaming object is not size-adaptive. In that case,
M = f(n).

The lower bound on the size of the new name space is M = 2p− 1 for size-adaptive
renaming. For renaming objects which are not size-adaptive, we have the following.
The bound is M = 2n− 1 [31], except for an infinity number of values of n for which
it is only known that M ≤ 2n − 2 [10] (this infinite set of values of n includes the
values that are not the power of a prime number).
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5 On the Complexity Side: A Glance at Synchronous Systems

5.1 The Case of Crash-Prone Synchronous Systems

Synchronous distributed systems do not suffer the same kind of impossibility results as
the ones encountered in asynchronous systems. (As a simple example, these systems
are computationally strong enough to build a perfect failure detector [12].)

The nature of the impossibility results encountered in these systems is similar to the
nature of the impossibility results encountered in sequential computing. To illustrate it,
let us consider the consensus problem and three types of process failures: crash, send
or receive omission, and Byzantine failure.

A process commits a send (receive) omission failure if it “forgets” to send (receive)
messages. A process commits a general omission failure if it forgets to send or receive
messages. A process commits a Byzantine failure if its behavior does not respect the
algorithm it is supposed to execute. Moreover, for the consensus problem to be mean-
ingful in presence of Byzantine failures, its validity and agreement properties have to
be restricted as follows. Validity: If all the processes which are not faulty propose the
same value, no other value can be decided. Agreement: two non-faulty processes cannot
decide different values.

The following upper bounds on the model parameter t are attached to the consensus
problem in presence of process failures.

Process failure model Upper bound on t
crash failure t < n
send omission failure t < n
general omission failure t < n/2
Byzantine failure t < n/3

In all cases, the lower bound on the number of rounds that the processes have to
execute is t+ 1.

5.2 The Case of Crash-Free Synchronous Systems with a Message Adversary

The Notion of a Message Adversary. This notion has been introduced in [55,56] under
the name mobile fault. A message adversary is a daemon which, at every round, is
allowed to suppress messages. Of course, at any round, no process knows in advance
which are the links on which messages are suppressed during this round.

If the adversary cannot suppress messages, we have a reliable synchronous system.
If, at every round, it suppresses all messages, only local tasks can be computed (and
the system is no longer a distributed system). Hence, it is important to characterize an
adversary by a property defining its “worst behavior” during each round.

It has been shown in [2] that when the message adversary is constrained by a property
denoted TOUR (four tournament), the corresponding synchronous message-passing sys-
tem model and the asynchronous crash-prone read/write system model have the same
computational power for distributed tasks. The adversary TOUR is such that, in each
round, and for each pair of processes (pi, pj), the adversary is allowed to suppress the
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message sent by pi to pj or the message sent by pj to pi, but not both. More general re-
sults connecting synchrony weakened by message adversaries vs asynchrony restricted
by failure detectors have been recently established in [53]. An adversary related to mes-
sage broadcast was introduced in [37].

More generally, the aim of message adversaries is to consider message losses as a
normal behavior and not as a faulty behavior from the underlying communication en-
vironment. This is strongly related to dynamic systems where processes are allowed to
move from a location to another location, thereby naturally modifying their neighboring
connections (e.g., [54]).

5.3 A Glance at Crash-Free Synchronous Systems with an Arbitrary Network

Crash-Free Synchronous Systems with an Unknown Network. This section dis-
cusses briefly synchronous systems in which the communication graph is connected
but is not a clique. Moreover, initially a process knows only its neighbors. It is easy to
see that if the number of rounds that the processes are allowed to execute is equal to the
network diameter, each process can learn all the inputs and then compute its result.

The Notion of Locality in Synchronous Systems. This notion has been introduced
in [41], and the associated LOCAL model has been investigated in [48]. The local-
ity notion has first been used to study complexity issues of distributed algorithms on
graphs, and has then addressed more general decision problems.

In a local algorithm, a process is restricted to collect data from other processes which
are at distance at most x (i.e., in at most x rounds), where x is smaller than the network
diameter.

The main question is then: given a distributed graph problem, is it possible to solve it
with a local algorithm? This question is fundamental from a scalability point of view. As
a simple example, the optimal vertex coloring problem is not local, while verifying if an
arbitrary vertex coloring is such that no two neighbor vertices have the same color can
be solved in one round. The interested reader will find in [18,38,41,46,48] complexity
results related to locality (associated with problems such as vertex coloring, minimum
independent set, minimum vertex cover, etc.).

6 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to be a short introduction to decidability issues in distributed
computing. For more information the reader can consult the following books, some
parts of which address distributed computability issues.

– [6,43] are on distributed algorithms in both read/write and send/receive systems
where processes can commit failures.

– [51] is on algorithms in asynchronous shared memory systems where processes can
commit crash failures. It focuses on the construction of reliable concurrent objects
in the presence of process crashes.

– [57] is on synchronization in shared memory systems and associated complexity
bounds.

– [32] is on the design of concurrent objects in shared memory systems.
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– [49] is on asynchronous message-passing systems where processes are prone to
crash failures. It presents communication and agreement abstractions for fault-
tolerant asynchronous distributed systems. Failure detectors are used to circumvent
impossibility results encountered in pure asynchronous systems.

– [50] is on synchronous message-passing systems, where the processes are prone to
crash failures, omission failures, or Byzantine failures. It focuses on the follow-
ing distributed agreement problems: consensus, interactive consistency, and non-
blocking atomic commit.

– [52] is on elementary distributed computing for failure-free asynchronous message-
passing systems.

– [48] is mainly on the LOCAL (synchronous) model and associated complexity
issues.

– [28] is an introduction to distributed computing based on combinatorial topology.
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